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BlackBerry Cybersecurity Consulting:

Respond & Remediate
The Challenge

The Solution
Successful businesses are built on trust. Trust in products and services, trust in and
among your employees, and trust by customers in your brand. Cyber-attacks take
advantage of this trust to access and disrupt your business. To protect the trust in
your organization, you need a security partner that can help you respond, identify,
and prepare for ongoing cybersecurity threats.

Our Remediation Services
can help you recover as
quickly as possible
following a cyber incident
and Digital Forensics can
help you take action to
understand what
vulnerabilities were
exploited.

BlackBerry Cybersecurity Consulting has the deep expertise with decades of security research and
development, to help you protect your users, products and company data. Traditional security consultants test to
find holes, and then go home just as the real work begins. BlackBerry will be there to help you navigate a
growing range of threats to products, growth, and corporate data. BlackBerry Cybersecurity Consulting will
support your organization from product development to network management.

Global Leader in Security
The world's leading organizations as well as national government agencies rely on BlackBerry products and services to
secure their mission critical operations. BlackBerry has the in-depth knowledge and investigative experience to help
organizations identify and mitigate today's increasingly sophisticated threats. In verticals prone to attack, such as Banking,
Insurance, Healthcare, and Transportation, BlackBerry security teams provide the expertise and guidance to defeat
persistent, well-funded attacks. Our customers include 100% of the F100 Commercial Banks, 10 of the 10 largest law firms,
and 16 of the G20 governments.

Prevention and Planning
The best outcomes following an incident are driven by having current and comprehensive incident response plans in place
before an incident happens. Regulations concerning privacy breeches (such as GDPR) can also add additional requirements
in to how an incident response needs to take place. We can help you workshop and build out a comprehensive Incident
Response plan that keeps you protected and regulatory compliant.

Digital
Investigations
• Identify incident
• Collect evidence
• Analyze attack

Specialist Recovery
• Expertise and equipment for
physical recovery of data on
any device with defined
chain of custody for legal
purposes

Output
• Chain of custody
log
• Investigation
report
• Data recovery

Examples of security incidents BlackBerry Cybersecurity
Consulting have responded to:
• A very large multinational company asked us to investigate suspected fraudulent activity conducted
by an employee, we were able to quickly locate several documents relating to the fraud.
• Following a successful attack against an organization’s website, we were asked to investigate. We
were able to discover the source of the attack, the methods used and could calculate how much data
had been lost as a result of the attack.
• A sensitive document was leaked to the media by a disgruntled employee. We were able to track
down which employee sent the document.
• Students within an educational establishment were suspected of gaining access to teachers’ email
accounts. We uncovered evidence of the students planning and executing the attack.

About BlackBerry
BlackBerry is securing a connected world, delivering innovative solutions across the entire mobile ecosystem
and beyond. We secure the world's most sensitive data across all end points – from cars to smartphones –
making the mobile-first enterprise vision a reality. BlackBerry is a GDPR compliant, ISO22301 & ISO27001
certified company.
Founded in 1984 and based in Waterloo, Ontario, BlackBerry operates offices in North America, Europe, Middle
East and Africa, Asia Pacific and Latin America. The company trades under the ticker symbols “BB” on the
Toronto Stock Exchange and “BB” on the New York Stock Exchange.
For more information, visit blackberry.com/cybersecurity
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